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P R O L O G U E

D
elray McCauley’s Nikes slapped the pavement
hard as he ran, all out, one hundred feet behind the shad-
owy figure in the grimy, narrow alleyway that seemed to go

on forever. He didn’t cry out to him or scream “stop” like in the
movies, he just ran, surprised at how easily he breathed, the ef-
fortlessness of his gait. He hadn’t run like this since college. But
for all of it he was getting no closer to his quarry, who was not
just elusive, visible only when darting around Dumpsters hug-
ging the wall, but quick and seemed to bound like a kangaroo
through the puddles of moonlight. 

Skidding to a stop at the end of the alley, McCauley pressed
his back to the wall, simultaneously pulling his Glock. Both
hands gripping the weapon, his heart uppercutting his chest, he
snapped his head around the corner then back, around the cor-
ner then back. Nothing but darkness. He leveled the weapon
shoulder height and took in a deep breath and leaped. 

Instantly he was hit by a light so bright he saw yellow stars in
front of his eyes—before he felt the heat. 

From somewhere a voice, which sounded like it had been
brushed by alcohol, barked, “Skin, show some skin, McCauley.”
The order was followed by a metallic bang loud enough that 
McCauley had to cover his ears. The voice growled, “Come on,
McCauley, you know the drill.” 

Rolling from his side onto his back, McCauley pulled his
hands from under the covers and made a fist with his gun hand,
which he raised up into the Maglite’s steady beam. Flicked up the
middle digit hard enough he could have lost a fingernail in the
process. A louder bang followed his raunchy salute as the guard
drove the butt of the flashlight against the steel door.

Which only energized the finger. 
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Now it made tiny circles in the air, as if stirring the sonic 
vibrations. 

“McCauley, you fresh cocksucker,” the voice outside said.
“Lucky it’s your last night behind the walls, or ex-cop or not
you’d be headin’ to the hole.” 

The light blinked off. 
Dropping the arm, McCauley pulled the thin state-issue pillow

over his head but still heard the footsteps recede, shuffle to a stop
at the next cell of the 2-1 block of Norfolk State Prison. And
there was a loud metallic bang. 



O N E

U
nder the steady hum of the fluorescent light, Enfield
Higgins looked over his shoulder at the lone figure in white
down the far end of the corridor. Close to the wall, his arm

above him at an angle, he seemed to wave at it slowly, like to a
cruise ship backing its ass out of the Black Falcon Terminal. 

He gave Dinny McLintock a look as he laid his roller with the
six-foot extension across the top of the rectangular cart between
them and wiped smears of blue paint from his palms on the
thighs of his white Carhartt overalls.

Dinny took a nervous step sideways and shrugged, the back of
his hand gliding across the tip of his nose, smudging the drop of
Pearly Gates white there onto his cheek. He said, “Hey Ennie,
calm down, was an accident, right?” looking past him down the
corridor.

He avoided Higgins’s glare as he squatted down quickly.
Scooping the rechargeable SawzAll off the floor, he slid it onto
the open-sided cart’s interior shelf, tucking it behind a half-
empty can of Stain Kilz and two full ones of primer.

Dinny, afraid he might kick him, looked up at Higgins and
said, “Can’t believe I forgot it was inside the drop cloth.” Keep-
ing his eyes on him, he covered the SawzAll, a small sledge-
hammer, pinch bar, and a couple of screwdrivers with the paint-
splattered drop cloth. 

He peered down the corridor as he slowly stood up. Looked
at Higgins, said, “Re-lax, Ennie, Froggy down there’s Perc’d
outta his mind, the loser heard nothin’. Wouldn’t have noticed I
burst into flames.”

“Don’t give me ideas,” Higgins muttered, wheeling the cart
past him in the opposite direction. 
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In front of the elevator doors, jabbing the button, Higgins
turned just his head, following Dinny’s lazy approach, thinking,
Did three years of a nickel to get paroled and end up with a shit
head like him?

Turning his attention back to the doors, Higgins said, “Re-
member now, we’re dropping two floors. Anyone gets on in be-
tween, we tell ’em we had to go back down to seven to touch up
some crown molding.” 

“Why not just tell ’em left our scrapers down there, pretend
that we’re morons,” Dinny said, grinning, bobbing his head.

Higgins burned him with his eyes as the doors glided open.
“Because you ain’t pretendin’.” He shoved the cart in and poked
at the button. 

A few seconds later the doors opened at seven and Dinny
stuck just his head through, turning it both ways. “Looks like all
clear,” he said as Higgins moved past him, turned right, wheel-
ing the cart quickly down its tan carpeted length.

He looked at his wrist. “It’s two twenty-five, it shouldn’t take
us more than a couple of minutes to get the thing out.” 

The corridor ended at a floor-to-ceiling wall of glass. Two
doors in the center, each with shiny brass handles shaped like
palm leaves. To the right of them, in shiny gold letters, outlined
in black, the words cotter, mcbride & cotter.

Higgins pulled a silver key from his pocket and looked over
his shoulder back up the corridor. 

“We still lookin’ cool?” Dinny said. 
“Wouldn’t matter it wasn’t,” Higgins said, slipping the key in

the lock beneath one of the palms, twisting. “We’re goin’ in,
Godzilla ain’t stopping us now.”

“How about Mothra? You stop for Mothra?” Dinny said,
grinning, coming behind him with the cart.

Higgins pictured the flying monster. “Why would I?” he said
“Didn’t Godzilla kick the shit outta Mothra?” 

Now in the reception area: colorful brass framed prints on
pastel-colored walls — a law office or art studio? — a huge,
seafoam-colored vase, artificial flowers erupting from the top,
standing next to a desk. The desk was one of the fancy new ones,
all stainless steel and Lucite, the phone with more buttons than
an accordion. 
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Brown leather couches, matching chairs, they passed a glass
table in the center piled with House and Garden, Forbes, Golf
Digest — boring rags that wouldn’t confuse you, knock your lies
out of order before you spoke to your lawyer — heading east
down a corridor, lined either side with closed office doors. 

Stopping in front of the door at the end, Higgins pinched at
his pocket, winking at Dinny as he reached in and pulled out a
key. 

Dinny blinked like he’d just watched a card trick. “Was think-
ing we had to jimmy the door, where’d you get that?” 

“I need you to think I’ll stick the key in your ass,” Higgins
said, pointing the tip towards the ceiling. “Got it from Froggy,
our steward, remember? The little junkie that’s eating our Percs?
We’re painting the whole building, you gotta have keys. Do you
think some super, who’s supposed to be carrying ’em, gonna be
up runnin’ around at two in the morning?” Waved the key.
“Naw, he hands them to Froggy and says, ‘Do your own thing.’
Which Froggy, of course, does. And all it cost us was a couple of
Percs. He thinks we’re down here shooting dope.” 

“Love it, the way the Percs get ya perks,” Dinny said, bobbing
his head. He shoved the cart through the dark doorway as Hig-
gins fished for the light. 

It was plain this lawyer wasn’t a slouch. The fancy rug, leather
couch and chairs, oversized desk in front of a bank of huge win-
dows overlooking the waterfront, the lights of the World Trade
Center Boston twinkling out there, a gash of yellow moon over
the harbor beyond it. In a corner, one of those big painted globes
on a stainless-steel pedestal. And other weird stuff too. Dinny
eyeballed the huge hatchet attached to a wall. 

Almost everything in here had some kind of red. Red leather
couch, chairs, the wood of the desk, the huge Persian rug, even
the books on the bookshelves filling an entire wall. Red must
mean power, money. Higgins’s guts gave a jump and he started
to smolder. He hated this lawyer. Living like this while he sat in
a cell rotting. 

Three years in Walpole for carving up some squid in the Navy.
Who didn’t belong in Southie, the Beer Garden, in the first place.
Hell, with an accent like that, didn’t belong in the Navy. How
they take ’em like that when they can’t understand English? 
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Understood the end of his knife. 
In front of the desk Higgins thought back to the first time they

came here, a big contract, union paint job. How he figured then
there had to be something worth grabbing even if they had to
come back like tonight, later. 

And boy did he find it.
Higgins looked at his watch, “C’mon,” he said and gave

Dinny a “follow me” sign. Turning the knob of a door in the wall
he paused for a second as it swung back on its hinges. Threw a
hand up the wall tripping the light, sucked in his breath and held
it. Hit him the same way it did the first time they came here two
nights before — to paint the place legit — like the staging area
for a Radio Shack clearance sale. 

This room was narrower, mostly taken up by a table and
chairs, and a ton of electronic equipment: computers, flat-
screened monitors, with the sticky tags on them, some still in
boxes, all stacked on a table beneath the tall windows. 

On a shelf below them at least a dozen Dell laptops still in
boxes, and there was other electronic stuff that he couldn’t
figure. At the room’s other end, over what looked like one of
those old-fashioned cabinets — his grandmother called them
arm-wahs — a sixty-inch plasma attached to the wall. 

Behind him Dinny was saying, “Still think we oughta come
back here and grab all of this shit?”

“Thinkin’ again?” Higgins said, maneuvering the cart around
the end of the table “You must be feeling somethin’ sharp in your
ass.” 

The table — twenty feet if an inch — was surrounded by ten
black, high-backed leather chairs you could sleep in real easy,
probably worth something too. 

“Looks like one of them boardrooms where the governors sit
and figure how to fuck up the country,” Dinny said, bulling the
cart between the wall and the chairs, stopping before he rounded
the opposite end.

Using his foot to shove a chair out of the way, Higgins slid in
front of the wardrobe. He ripped open the door on the left,
sweeping aside the wooden hangers in front of his face. Stared at
the safe. Yep, knew the type well, had danced with them before.



Model called a Gardall, probably lag-bolted into the partitioning
wall. Nothing too tough to take out. 

Remembered the first time he saw it, almost dropped a fat one
right there in his pants. Now resting his fingertips on the dial,
turning it slightly. He looked at his watch. They had to get back
up to the ninth before Froggy came looking. He nodded at Dinny
and held out his hand. 

“Screwdriver,” Higgins said, taking the tool, positioning the
edge against the inner back panel, six inches over the top of the
safe. Stuck the hand out again. “Hammer,” he said, Dinny slap-
ping the tools into the palm like a surgical aide. 

Higgins worked quickly, punched in two holes in a row —
close enough together almost looked like one — took the Sawz-
All from Dinny and inserted the blade.

The sound of the saw and vibrating wood filled the room as
he circled the safe, drove in the pinch bar, and popped out the
wood, exposing more of the safe and the lag bolts behind it. 

Higgins stepped back; quickly changed the saw blade from a
wood one to metal. Peering over the other man’s shoulder,
Dinny’s head floating now in front of the safe, he said, “How
many lags we got?”

Shifting the flashlight up at an angle, Dinny said, “Four, looks
like four,” sounding like his face was pushed in a pillow. Grunted
as he backed himself out. 

“Good,” Higgins said, bending back into it, extending his arms.
“Then it’s four and the door,” he said and leaned into the saw.

T W O

T
he room in Edgewater State Hospital was pink,
all of it, even the floor, which was sticky. The mattress was
streaked with shit, and some kind of liquid was pooled in the

creases. On top, shredded remains of what appeared to be boxer
shorts, on the fragments the word “Edgewater” in red displayed
in small letters.
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